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March 2021 

Directions: Read each passage and answer the questions. First skim through the passage to gain the general idea 

of topic, style, tone, and structure. Then, re-read the passage a second time, closely, and answer the questions 

found next to the passage as you read. Some questions ask you how the passage might be changed to improve the 

expression of ideas. Other questions ask you how the passage might be altered to correct errors in grammar, 

usage, and punctuation. One or more graphics accompany some passages. You will be required to consider these 

graphics as you answer questions about editing the passages. 

     There are three types of questions. In the first type, a part of the passage is underlined. The second type is 

based on a certain part of the passage. The third type is based on the entire passage.  

     Read each passage. Then, choose the answer so that it is consistent with the conventions of standard written 

English. One of the answer choices for many questions is “NO CHANGE.” Choosing this answer means that you 

believe the best answer is to make no change in the passage. 
 

Questions 1-11 are based on the following passage and supplementary material. 

 

     Corruption is a phenomenon involving many 

different aspects, and it is therefore hard to give a 

precise and [1] comprehensible definition. 

However, at the core of most definitions of 

corruption is the idea that a corrupt act implies the 

abuse of entrusted power for private gain. Classic 

examples include bribery, clientelism, and [2] 

the act of embezzlement. Other, often subtler and 

sometimes even legal examples of corruption 

include lobbying and patronage. While long-run 

data on corruption is very limited, historical 

examples suggest that corruption has been a 

persistent feature of human societies over time 

and space.  

     The unethical and often illegal nature of 

corruption [3] makes measurement particularly 

complicated. Corruption data usually comes from 

either direct observation (e.g. law enforcement 

records and audit reports), or perception surveys 

(e.g. public opinion surveys, or expert 

assessments).  

1.A. NO CHANGE 

B. unintelligible 

C. comprehensive 

D. comprehendible  

2. Which choice is the best revision for the 

sentence? 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. embezzlement 

C. to embezzle  

D. the action of embezzling  

3.A. NO CHANGE 

B. make 

C. is making 

D. to make  
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Although precise corruption measurement is 

difficult, there is a clear correlation 

between perception and behavior; so available 

corruption data does provide valuable 

information that, when interpreted carefully, can 

both tell us something important about our world 

[4] to contribute to the development of effective 

policies. 

     For example, the data from perception surveys 

suggests that corruption [5] contrasts with human 

development, and a number of studies exploiting 

rich data from law enforcement records have 

shown that education is an important element 

explaining this relationship. Specifically, the data 

provides support for the idea that voters with 

more education tend to be more willing and able 

to monitor public employees and to take action 

when these employees violate the law. 

4.A. NO CHANGE 

B. and to contribute to the development 

of effective policies. 

C. in contributing to the development 

of effective policies.  

D. as well as contribute to the 

development of effective policies. 

5.A. NO CHANGE 

B. disagrees 

C. correlates 

D. matches 
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The Global Corruption Barometer produced by 

Transparency International asks individuals 

across countries whether they perceive specific 

institutions to be corrupt. The chart presents, by 

institution, the global aggregate figures. The 

numbers correspond to the percentage of survey 

respondents who think that “Most” or “All” of 

each institution is corrupt in their home country. 

[6] The estimates in the graph show that in 

Lebanon, for example, people perceive domestic 

police forces and the legislature to be particularly 

corrupt. 

6. Which choice gives the most accurate 

interpretation of the data in the graph? 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. The estimates in the graph show that 

in Lebanon, for example, people 

perceive business executives and the 

legislature to be particularly corrupt. 

C. The estimates in the graph show that 

in Lebanon, for example, people 

perceive government officials, police 

forces and the legislature to be 

particularly corrupt. 

D. The estimates in the graph show that 

in Lebanon, for example, people 

perceive judges and magistrates and 

the legislature to be particularly 

corrupt. 
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One of the most widely accepted mechanisms of 

controlling corruption is ensuring that those 

entrusted with power are held responsible [7] for 

reporting their activities. This is the idea behind 

so-called ‘accountability’ measures against 

corruption. 

     In a recent paper, Ferraz and Finan (2011) show 

that electoral accountability [8] casually affects 

the corruption practices of incumbent politicians 

in Brazil. [9] In municipalities where mayors can 

run for re-election there is significantly less 

corruption, and the positive [10] affect of 

accountability via re-election is more pronounced 

among municipalities with less access to 

information and where the likelihood of judicial 

punishment is lower. 

 

7.A. NO CHANGE 

B. to report 

C. in reporting 

D. to reporting   

8.A. NO CHANGE 

B. causality 

C. causally 

D. causing  

9.A. NO CHANGE 

B. In municipalities, where mayors can 

run for re-election, 

C. In municipalities where mayors can 

run for re-election, 

D. In municipalities, where mayors can 

run for re-election 

10.A. NO CHANGE 

B. effect 

C. effective 

D. affection 

11. Which choice gives an accurate 

interpretation of the data in the graph? 

A. As the accountability measures 

increase, the rate of bribery increases.  

B. People are less likely to pay bribes in 

countries where there are stronger 

institutions to support accountability.  

C. The likelihood of bribery decreases 

when the rate of accountability is 

low.  

D. People are more likely to pay bribes 

in countries where there are stronger 

institutions to support accountability. 
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Questions 12-22 are based on the following passage. 

 

The End of Advertising as We Know It 

  

     Everybody is well aware that the advertising 

game has undergone some pretty radical changes. 

That’s just the beginning according to IBM, 

which is predicting that the next five years will 

bring more change for the advertising industry 

than we [12] have seen during the previous 50 

years. 

     That’s the conclusion of an IBM Institute for 

Business Value report titled―“The end of 

advertising as we know it.” It invites us to 

imagine a bold new [13] frontier in advertising, a 

marketing environment where: 

1. Spending on interactive, one-to-one 

advertising formats surpasses traditional, one-to-

many advertising vehicles that we’ve used for 

decades in the form of newspaper, radio stations 

and TV networks. 2. A significant share of ad 

space is sold through auctions and exchanges, 

rather than proprietary channels. 3. Consumers 

self-select ads, choosing to receive only those 

messages about products and services that 

interest them. They then share preferred ads with 

their peers. 4. User-generated [15] advertising 

that is as prevalent as spots created by 

professional advertising agencies. 

      

 

12.A. NO CHANGE 

B. were seeing  

C. saw 

D. will see  

13. Which word would be better suited for 

the context? 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. perimeter 

C. partition  

D. boundary  

14. The author is considering adding the 

following sentence in the second 

paragraph. 

“Advertisers know who viewed and 

acted on an ad, and pay for their 

advertising based on results rather than 

impressions.” 

Should the writer make this addition? 

A. No, because it does not support the 

previous sentence. 

B. No, because the sentence only talks 

about one marketing environment.  

C. Yes, because it demonstrates how 

advertising benefits the viewer 

based on results.  

D. Yes, because it further supports the 

idea of a new trend in advertising. 

15.A. NO CHANGE 

B. advertising is as prevalent 

C. advertising as prevalent 

D. advertising prevalent 
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     Naturally, these conclusions don’t [16] end 

well for radio, television and newspaper 

advertising, though that is assuming their 

operational models don’t undergo some 

significant changes, which is already happening. 

[17] This aside, notions that companies are going 

to entirely abandon brand-building ad campaigns 

entirely in favor of measurable direct-response 

campaigns is surely folly. 

     Still, statistics show there is a major 

reordering of spending priorities underway by 

advertisers, as more and more ad dollars continue 

migrating from traditional media venues to online 

channels. This is due in part to the high priority 

advertisers place on reaching young [18] people 

who haven’t yet established their buying patterns. 

     The IBM report believes there are powerful 

trends at work that are reconfiguring the 

advertising business. One such trend is attention.  

Consumers are increasingly in control of how 

they view, interact with and filter advertising in a 

multimedia environment. TV alone shook up the 

television advertising business, as viewers shifted 

their attention away from linear TV watching and 

have adopted tools that allow them to skip 

advertisements, as well as [19] rating their 

favorite ads and easily share them with friends. 

This is happening while people spend less time 

with traditional media outlets and more time with 

online media.  

16.A. NO CHANGE 

B. threaten  

C. bode 

D. commence  

17. The writer wants to add a sentence to 

support the previous sentence. Which 

choice best accomplishes his goal? 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. New technologies have proliferated 

options for ad creation, placement, 

targeting and measurement. 

C. New advertising industry players are 

making ad space that once was 

proprietary available through open 

exchanges. 

D. Traditional media outlets all have 

websites and are experimenting with 

new advertising models and 

packages. 

18.A. NO CHANGE 

B. people, who haven’t yet established 

their buying patterns. 

C. people; who haven’t yet established 

their buying patterns. 

D. people- who haven’t yet established 

their buying patterns. 

19.A. NO CHANGE 

B. rate 

C. to rate  

D. rates 
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     (1) Another trend is creativity. (2) 

Technology has unleashed the creativity of 

everyday people. (3) Popularity of user 

generated and peer-delivered content is rising. 

New ad revenue-sharing models have allowed 

amateurs and semi-professionals to create low-

cost advertising content. [20] People aren’t 

happy just consuming media; they want to 

participate in [21] it’s creation. IBM’s study 

indicates the trend will continue. 

20. Where in this paragraph should the 

underlined sentence be placed? 

A. Where it is now 

B. After sentence 1 

C. After sentence 2 

D. After sentence 3 

21.A. NO CHANGE 

B. it is  

C. its’ 

D. its 

22. Which choice best summarizes the 

passage? 

A. The advertising agencies of the past 

were simple by comparison to the 

new technologies that have 

proliferated options for ad creation, 

placement, targeting and 

measurement.  

B. Established media players, like 

publishers and broadcasters, are 

taking on traditional agency 

functions. 

C. Mighty media empires have already 

been crippled by the new world 

order created by the internet. 

D. Advertising has become very 

unpredictable, interesting and 

egalitarian. 
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Questions 23-33 are based on the following passage. 

 

     Fire as a management tool long [23] predated 

European settlement of North America. 

Prescribed fire is a tool used by contemporary 

resource managers to meet numerous objectives, 

including reducing fuel loads and continuity, 

returning fire to an ecosystem, [24] to enhance 

wildlife habitat, improving forage, preparing 

seedbeds, improving watershed conditions, 

enhancing nutrient cycling, controlling exotic 

weeds, and enhancing resilience from climate 

change.  

     Factors that influence fire effects are 

vegetation type and seral stage, fuel conditions, 

topography, weather, climate, fire size, burning 

prescription, fire intensity, fire frequency, and 

fire seasonality. [26] In many, if not most, 

situations, prescribed fire is used in vegetation 

types where fire is a natural disturbance and a 

critical process influencing ecosystem structure 

and function. Fire suppression over the past 

century has disrupted natural fire regimes, and 

resulting ecosystems deviate considerably from 

what existed historically.  

     The realities of global climate change [27] 

have made it more apparent that there is only a 

limited understanding of its effects on ecosystems 

attributes, including wildlife.  

23.A. NO CHANGE 

B. predates 

C. predating  

D. is predating 

24.A. NO CHANGE 

B. enhanced 

C. to enhancing 

D. enhancing 

25. Which choice would best function as the 

introductory thesis of the essay? 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. Regardless of the particular 

objective, fire affects ecosystem 

structure, composition, and function 

in many ways.  

C. Prescribed fire is gaining support as 

a restoration management tool and 

the practice of applying it is 

improving with new information.  

D. Prescribed fire applied within the 

time of year when fires occur 

naturally would be most beneficial 

to wildlife. 

26.A. NO CHANGE 

B. In many if not most, situations, 

C. In many, if not most, situations 

D. In many, if not most situations, 

27.A. NO CHANGE 

B. has made 

C. had made 

D. having made 
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This is partly because resulting changes will alter 

ecological systems and the underlying biotic 

relationships. Vegetation changes may render 

areas suitable for some plant and animal species, 

but unsuitable for others. [28] [29] New mixes of 

plant species, with unforeseen biotic interactions 

(e.g., competition, predation), may lead to the 

emergence of novel wildlife communities. 

Changes may occur at varying spatial scales, 

from micro to macro habitats and to landscapes 

and regions.  

28. Which choice would most logically fit at 

this point in the paragraph? 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. Vegetation composition and structure 

may form communities never observed 

before, hence wildlife responses to these 

new communities may be unpredictable. 

C. Vegetation removal and prescribed fire 

are critical tools to enhance resiliency 

by reducing stem densities towards 

historical levels. 

D. Restoring ecosystems and wildlife 

diversity to the range of historical 

conditions provides the best chance of 

restoring vegetation composition in the 

face of climate change.  

29.A. NO CHANGE  

B. New mixes of plant species with 

unforeseen biotic interactions (e.g., 

competition, predation) may lead to 

the emergence of novel wildlife 

communities  

C. With unforeseen biotic interactions 

(e.g., competition, predation), new 

mixes of plant species may lead to 

the emergence of novel wildlife 

communities with unforeseen biotic 

interactions (e.g., competition, 

predation) 

D. New mixes of plant species may 

lead to the emergence of novel 

wildlife communities with 

unforeseen biotic interactions (e.g., 

competition, predation) 
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[30] Given this quandary, alleviating the 

problem is a convenient task.  

     Prescribed fire affects wildlife in various 

ways. Population responses by species can be 

positive, negative, or neutral; short- or long-term 

(or both); and they often change with time. 

Whereas prescribed fire can create or maintain 

habitats for some species, fire can remove or 

alter conditions in ways that render it unsuitable 

for other species. Furthermore, a species may 

benefit from fire in one situation but not another.  

     Social issues, particularly those surrounding 

smoke and emissions, constrain where, when, and 

how managers can burn. Certainly, emission 

standards enforced by state and federal 

environmental agencies limit windows of 

opportunity for burning. Smoke [31] going into 

human communities is a health concern, 

especially for people with existing respiratory 

ailments. Many publics associate smoke with fire 

and conclude that fire is bad. Progress has been 

made at educating the public concerning benefits 

of prescribed fire to reduce threats of wildfire to 

people and property and also benefits to 

ecological communities.  

     [32] As a result, benefits of prescribed fire far 

outweigh negative effects. [33] They should be 

applied within a structured adaptive management 

framework, which requires developing and 

implementing monitoring systems to evaluate 

efficacy of specific fire prescriptions. Depending 

on monitoring results, prescriptions could be 

applied elsewhere or adjusted to meet 

management objectives.  

30. The writer would like to express 

concern. Which sentence fits this 

purpose within the context? 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. This arduous task is not the least bit 

demanding despite the many doubts.  

C. Considering these uncertainties, 

trying to mitigate these changes will 

be difficult. 

D. Given the numerous doubts, 

enhancing the problem is 

manageable. 

31. Which wording is most effective? 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. billowing 

C. moving  

D. flowing 

32.A. NO CHANGE 

B. However,  

C. In conclusion,  

D. Moreover,  

33.A. NO CHANGE 

B. These  

C. Their  

D. It 
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Questions 34-44 are based on the following 

passage. 

 

     By the time a child is six or seven, she has all 

the essential avoidances well enough by heart to 

be trusted with the care of a [34] younger child. 

And she also develops a number of simple 

techniques. She learns to weave firm square balls 

from palm leaves, to make pinwheels of palm 

leaves or frangipani blossoms, to climb a coconut 

tree by walking up the trunk [35] on a flexible 

little feet, to break open a coconut with one firm 

well-directed blow of a knife, to play a number of 

group games and sing the songs which go [36] 

with them, to tidy the house by picking up the 

litter on the stony floor, to bring water from the 

sea, to spread out the copra to dry and to help 

gather it in when rain threatens, to go to a 

neighboring house and bring back a lighted stick 

for the [37] chiefs’s pipe or the fire.  

     But in the case of the little girls, all these tasks 

are merely supplementary to the main business of 

[38] babies tending. Very small boys also have 

some care of the younger children, but at eight or 

nine years of age they are usually relieved of it. 

Whatever rough edges have not been smoothed 

off by this responsibility for younger children are 

worn off by their contact with older boys. For 

little boys are admitted to interesting and 

important activities only so long as their behavior 

is circumspect and helpful.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

34.A. NO CHANGE 

B. younger child; and she 

C. younger child: and she 

D. younger child, and she 

35.A. NO CHANGE 

B. on flexible little feet 

C. on a flexible little feets 

D. on flexible little foot 

36.A. NO CHANGE 

B. with them: to tidy 

C. with them; to tidy 

D. with them - to tidy 

37.A. NO CHANGE 

B. chiefs 

C. chief's 

D. chieves 

38.A. NO CHANGE 

B. baby attending  

C. baby tendings 

D. baby tending 
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     While small girls are [39] serenely pushed 

aside, small boys will be patiently tolerated, and 

they become adept at making themselves useful. 

The four or five little boys who all wish to [40] 

assist at the important, business of helping grown 

youth lasso reef eels, organize themselves into a 

highly efficient working team; one boy holds the 

bait, another holds an extra lasso, others poke 

eagerly about in holes in the reef looking for prey, 

while still another tucks the captured eels into 

their cloth. [41] Too young to adventure on the 

reef, the girls are burdened with heavy babies or 

the care of little staggerers, discouraged by the 

hostility of the small boys and the scorn of the 

older ones, have little opportunity [42] for 

learning boys’ games which are more 

adventurous than the girls. 

39.A. NO CHANGE 

B. brusquely 

C. respectfully 

D. placidly 

40.A. NO CHANGE 

B. assist at the important business, 

C. assist at the important business 

D. assist, at the important business 

41.A. NO CHANGE 

B. The girls, burdened with heavy 

babies or the care of little staggerers 

who are too small to adventure on 

the reef, 

C. The girls, who are too small to 

adventure on the reef, are burdened 

with heavy babies or the care of 

little staggerers  

D. Burdened with heavy babies or the 

care of little staggerers, the girls are 

too small to adventure on the reef, 

42.A. NO CHANGE 

B. for learning boys’ games which are 

more adventurous than those of the 

girls. 

C. for learning boys’ games which are 

the most adventurous than the girls. 

D. for learning boys’ games which are 

most adventurous than the girls. 
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     So while the little boys first undergo the 

chastening effects of caring for babies and then 

have many opportunities to learn effective 

cooperation under the supervision of older boys, 

the girls' education is less comprehensive. [43] 

This is particularly apparent in the activities of 

young people: the boys [44] organize quickly the 

girls waste hours in bickering, innocent of any 

technique for quick and efficient cooperation. 

43. Which choice logically maintains the 

flow and focus established by the 

preceding sentences? 

A. NO CHANGE 

B. Girls have little opportunity for 

learning the more adventurous 

forms of work and play. 

C. The boys learn many qualities that 

ensure they move on to higher 

responsibilities. 

D. They have a high standard of 

individual responsibility, but the 

community provides them with no 

lessons in cooperation with one 

another. 

44.A. NO CHANGE 

B. organize quickly: the girls 

C. organize quickly; the girls 

D. organize quickly, the girls 
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The following edited passage is an 

excerpt from The Scarlet Letter by 

Nathaniel Hawthorne, a historical 

fiction novel set in Boston in the 1600s. 

A throng of bearded men, in sad-

coloured garments and grey steeple-

crowned hats, inter-mixed with women, 

some wearing hoods, and others 

bareheaded, was assembled in front of a 5 

wooden edifice, the door of which was 

heavily timbered with oak, and studded 

with iron spikes. 

The founders of a new colony, whatever 

Utopia of human virtue and happiness 10 

they might originally project, have 

invariably recognised it among their 

earliest practical necessities to allot a 

portion of the virgin soil as a cemetery, 

and another portion as the site of a 15 

prison. In accordance with this rule it 

may safely be assumed that the 

forefathers of Boston had built the first 

prison-house somewhere in the Vicinity 

of Cornhill, almost as seasonably as 20 

they marked out the first burial-ground, 

on Isaac Johnson's lot, and round about 

his grave, which subsequently became 

the nucleus of all the congregated 

sepulchres in the old yard of King's 25 

Chapel. Certain it is that, some fifteen or 

twenty years after the settlement of the 

town, the wooden jail was already 

marked with weather-stains and other 

indications of age, which gave a yet 30 

darker aspect to its beetle-browed and 

gloomy front. The rust on the ponderous 

iron-work of its oaken door looked more 

antique than anything else in the New 

World. Like all that pertains to crime, it 35 

seemed never to have known a youthful 

era. Before this ugly edifice, and 

between it and the wheel-track of the 

street, was a grass-plot, much 

overgrown with burdock, pig-weed, 40 

apple-pern, and such unsightly 

vegetation, which evidently found 

something congenial in the soil that had 

so early borne the black flower of 

civilised society, a prison. But on one 45 

side of the portal, and rooted almost at 

the threshold, was a wild rose-bush, 

covered, in this month of June, with its 

delicate gems, which might be imagined 

to offer their fragrance and fragile 50 

beauty to the prisoner as he went in, and 

to the condemned criminal as he came 

forth to his doom, in token that the deep 

heart of Nature could pity and be kind to 

him. 55 

This rose-bush, by a strange chance, has 

been kept alive in history; but whether it 

had merely survived out of the stern old 

wilderness, so long after the fall of the 

gigantic pines and oaks that originally 60 

overshadowed it, or whether, as there is 

fair authority for believing, it had 

sprung up under the footsteps of the 

sainted Ann Hutchinson as she entered 

the prison-door, we shall not take upon 65 

us to determine. Finding it so directly on 

the threshold of our narrative, which is 

now about to issue from that 

inauspicious portal, we could hardly do 

otherwise than pluck one of its flowers, 70 

and present it to the reader. It may 

serve, let us hope, to symbolise some 

sweet moral blossom that may be found 

along the track, or relieve the darkening 

close of a tale of human frailty and 75 

sorrow. 

The grass-plot before the jail, in Prison 

Lane, on a certain summer morning, not 

less than two centuries ago, was 

occupied by a pretty large number of the 80 

inhabitants of Boston, all with their eyes 

intently fastened on the iron-clamped 

oaken door. Amongst any other 

population, or at a later period in the 

history of New England, the grim 85 

rigidity that petrified the bearded 

physiognomies of these good people 

would have augured some awful 

business in hand. It could have 

betokened nothing short of the 90 

anticipated execution of some noted 

culprit, on whom the sentence of a legal 
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tribunal had but confirmed the verdict of 

public sentiment. But, in that early 

severity of their character, an inference 95 

of this kind could not so indubitably be 

drawn. It might be that a sluggish bond-

servant, or an undutiful child, whom his 

parents had given over to the civil 

authority, was to be corrected at the 100 

whipping-post. It might be that an 

Antinomian, a Quaker, or other 

heterodox religionist, was to be 

scourged out of the town, or an idle or 

vagrant Indian, whom the white man's 105 

firewater had made riotous about the 

streets, was to be driven with stripes 

into the shadow of the forest. It might 

be, too, that a witch, like old Mistress 

Hibbins, the bitter-tempered widow of 110 

the magistrate, was to die upon the 

gallows. In either case, there was very 

much the same solemnity of demeanour 

on the part of the spectators, as befitted 

a people among whom religion and law 115 

were almost identical, and in whose 

character both were so thoroughly 

interfused, that the mildest and severest 

acts of public discipline were alike 

made venerable and awful. Meagre, 120 

indeed, and cold, was the sympathy that 

a transgressor might look for, from such 

bystanders, at the scaffold. On the other 

hand, a penalty which, in our days, 

would infer a degree of mocking infamy 125 

and ridicule, might then be invested 

with almost as stern a dignity as the 

punishment of death itself. 

1. The primary purpose of the passage 

is to 

A. discuss the door of the prison. 

B. describe the inhabitants of 

Boston. 

C. present the context of 

punishment in Boston. 

D. introduce the importance of the 

rose bush. 

2. As used in line 22, “lot” most nearly 

means 

A. condition. 

B. bundle. 

C. fate. 

D. ground. 

3. The author alludes to the rose bush’s 

existence as 

A. justified. 

B. arbitrary. 

C. meaningful. 

D. elusive. 

4. Which choice best provides 

evidence for the answer to the 

previous question? 

A. Lines 45-55 (“But … him.”) 

B. Lines 56-57 (“This … history;”) 

C. Lines 57-66 (“but … 

determine.”) 

D. Lines 66-71 (“Finding … 

reader.”) 

5. The author uses descriptive 

language in the first paragraph to  

A. allow the reader to visualize the 

opening scene. 

B. prove his large repertoire of 

descriptive diction. 

C. confuse the reader of the 

passage’s setting with jargon. 

D. build up to the punishments to 

take place. 

6. As used in line 35, “pertains” most 

nearly means 

A. exists. 

B. concerns. 

C. belongs to. 

D. neglects. 
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7. The inhabitants’ perception of law 

and punishment can best be 

described as which of the following? 

A. The inhabitants hold dual 

feelings for all forms of 

punishment. 

B. The inhabitants are repulsed at 

the severity of the punishments. 

C. The inhabitants did not 

participate in the spectacles, but 

viewed it as a necessity. 

D. The inhabitants feared 

repercussion if they did not 

observe the punishments. 

8. Which choice best provides 

evidence for the answer to the 

previous question? 

A. Lines 9-16 (“The … prison.”) 

B. Lines 77-83 (“The … door.”) 

C. Lines 112-120 (“In … awful.”) 

D. Lines 123-128 (“On … itself.”) 

9. The author mentions “Meagre, 

indeed, and cold was the sympathy 

that a transgressor might look for, 

from such bystanders, at the 

scaffold” in lines 120-123 in order 

to portray a mood of 

A. chronic poverty. 

B. austerity and remorselessness. 

C. compassion and concern. 

D. empathy within indifference. 

10. What is the relationship between the 

last paragraph and the rest of the 

passage? 

A. The last paragraph presents the 

reader with the criminals while 

the rest of the passage describes 

the gallows. 

B. The last paragraph builds upon 

the analogy of the rose bush. 

C. The last paragraph provides 

contradictory supporting details. 

D. The last paragraph informs the 

reader of the type of spectators 

at the gallows while the rest of 

the passage describes the context 

of a prison door. 
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The following edited passage is taken 

from History of the Plague in London by 

Daniel Defoe on the plague’s re-

emergence in Holland.  

It was about the beginning of September, 

1664, that I, among the rest of my 

neighbors, heard in ordinary discourse 

that the plague was returned again in 

Holland; for it had been very violent 5 

there, and particularly at Amsterdam and 

Rotterdam, in the year 1663, whither, 

they say, it was brought (some said from 

Italy, others from the Levant) among 

some goods which were brought home by 10 

their Turkey fleet; others said it was 

brought from Candia; others, from 

Cyprus. It mattered not from whence it 

came; but all agreed it was come into 

Holland again.  15 

We had no such thing as printed 

newspapers in those days, to spread 

rumors and reports of things, and to 

improve them by the invention of men, as 

I have lived to see practiced since. But 20 

such things as those were gathered from 

the letters of merchants and others who 

corresponded abroad, and from them was 

handed about by word of mouth only; so 

that things did not spread instantly over 25 

the whole nation, as they do now. But it 

seems that the government had a true 

account of it, and several counsels were 

held about ways to prevent its coming 

over; but all was kept very private. Hence 30 

it was that this rumor died off again; and 

people began to forget it, as a thing we 

were very little concerned in and that we 

hoped was not true, till the latter end of 

November or the beginning of December, 35 

1664, when two men, said to be 

Frenchmen, died of the plague in 

Longacre, or rather at the upper end of 

Drury Lane. The family they were in 

endeavored to conceal it as much as 40 

possible; but, as it had gotten some vent 

in the discourse of the neighborhood, the 

secretaries of state got knowledge of it. 

And concerning themselves to inquire 

about it, in order to be certain of the truth, 45 

two physicians and a surgeon were 

ordered to go to the house, and make 

inspection. This they did, and finding 

evident tokens of the sickness upon both 

the bodies that were dead, they gave their 50 

opinions publicly that they died of the 

plague. Whereupon it was given in to the 

parish clerk, and he also returned them to 

the hall; and it was printed in the weekly 

bill of mortality in the usual manner. 55 

The people showed a great concern at 

this, and began to be alarmed all over the 

town, and the more because in the last 

week in December, 1664, another man 

died in the same house and of the same 60 

distemper. And then we were easy again 

for about six weeks, when, none having 

died with any marks of infection, it was 

said the distemper was gone; but after 

that, I think it was about the 12th of 65 

February, another died in another house, 

but in the same parish and in the same 

manner. 

This turned the people's eyes pretty much 

towards that end of the town; and, the 70 

weekly bills showing an increase of 

burials in St. Giles's Parish more than 

usual, it began to be suspected that the 

plague was among the people at that end 

of the town, and that many had died of it, 75 

though they had taken care to keep it as 

much from the knowledge of the public 

as possible. This possessed the heads of 

the people very much; and few cared to 

go through Drury Lane, or the other 80 

streets suspected, unless they had 

extraordinary business that obliged them 

to it. 

This increase of the bills stood thus: the 

usual number of burials in a week, in the 85 

parishes of St. Giles-in-the-Fields and St. 

Andrew's, Holborn, were from twelve to 

seventeen or nineteen each, few more or 

less; but, from the time that the plague 

first began in St. Giles's Parish, it was 90 

observed that the ordinary burials 

increased in number considerably. 
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Number of Burials in Two Areas 

 
Overall Number of Burials 

Source: Daniel Defoe 

 

11. The main idea of the passage is to 

A. conclude a premise. 

B. refute an argument. 

C. present societal consequences. 

D. establish a reputation. 

12. As used in line 78, “possessed” most 

nearly means 

A. occupied. 

B. enjoyed. 

C. enchanted. 

D. owned.  

13. According to the passage, how did 

news of the plague mainly reach 

Holland? 

A. by a Turkey fleet 

B. by printed press 

C. by verbal circulation 

D. by the government 

14. Which choice best provides evidence 

for the answer to the previous 

question? 

A. Lines 9-15 (“among … again.”) 

B. Lines 16-20 (“We … since.”) 

C. Lines 20-24 (“But … only;”) 

D. Lines 26-30 (“But … private.”) 

15. Which of the following is NOT 

mentioned in the passage? 

A. It was unclear where the plague 

had come from. 

B. The government attempted to 

keep the presence of the plague in 

Holland a secret. 

C. People were disturbed by the 

initial news of the plague entering 

Holland. 

D. People avoided areas where there 

were known deaths caused by the 

plague. 

16. According to the passage, how did the 

inhabitants of Holland initially 

perceive the extent of the threat of the 

plague? 

A. They took the threat seriously and 

self-isolated. 

B. They practiced denial and carried 

on life normally. 

C. They showed a lack of care for the 

consequences. 

D. They panicked and lacked proper 

procedure. 

17. Which choice best provides evidence 

for the answer to the previous 

question? 

A. Lines 30-34 (“Hence … true,”) 

B. Lines 39-43 (“The … it.”) 

C. Lines 56-61 (“The … distemper.”) 

D. Lines 78-83 (“This … it.”) 

18. As used in line 91, “observed” most 

nearly means 

A. viewed. 

B. honored. 

C. celebrated. 

D. discerned. 
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19. The first chart with respect to the 

passage 

A. supports statistics given in the last 

paragraph. 

B. contradicts statistics given in the 

last paragraph. 

C. provides new information to the 

passage. 

D. is irrelevant. 

20. In the second chart, it is observed that 

A. burials had the largest increase 

between Jan 17 and Jan 24. 

B. burials remained stable over the 

recorded weeks. 

C. there is a gap in the data. 

D. the number of burials steadily 

declined. 
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The first passage is from The Minds and 

Manners of Wild Animals: A Book of 

Personal Observation by Hornaday 

discussing an elephant’s mental capacity. 

Passage 2 taken from Anecdotes of the 

Habit and Instinct of Animals by Mrs. R. 

Lee discusses elephants in their natural 

habitat. 

Passage 1 

While many wonderful stories are related 

of the elephant's sagacity and 

independent powers of reasoning, it must 

be admitted that a greater number of more 

wonderful anecdotes are told on equally 5 

good authority of dogs. But the 

circumstances in the case are wholly to 

the advantage of the universal dog, and 

against the rarely seen elephant. While 

the former roams at will through his 10 

master's premises, through town and 

country, mingling freely with all kinds of 

men and domestic animals, with 

unlimited time to lay plans and execute 

them, the elephant in captivity is chained 15 

to a stake, with no liberty of action 

whatever aside from begging with his 

trunk, eating and drinking. His only 

amusement is in swaying his body, 

swinging one foot, switching his tail, and 20 

(in a zoological park) looking for 

something that he can open or destroy. 

Such a ponderous beast cannot be 

allowed to roam at large among human 

beings, and the working elephant never 25 

leaves his stake and chain except under 

the guidance of his mahout. There is no 

means of estimating the wonderful 

powers of reasoning that captive 

elephants might develop if they could 30 

only enjoy the freedom accorded to all 

dogs except the blood-hound, bull-dog 

and a few others. 

In the jungles of India the writer 

frequently has seen wild elephants 35 

reconnoiter dangerous ground by means 

of a scout or spy; communicate 

intelligence by signs; retreat in orderly 

silence from a lurking danger, and 

systematically march, in single file, like 40 

the jungle tribes of men. 

Once having approached to within fifty 

yards of the stragglers of a herd of about 

thirty wild elephants, which was scattered 

over about four acres of very open forest 45 

and quietly feeding, two individuals of 

the herd on the side nearest us suddenly 

suspected danger. One of them elevated 

his trunk, with the tip bent forward, and 

smelled the air from various points of the 50 

compass. A moment later an old elephant 

left the herd and started straight for our 

ambush, scenting the air with upraised 

trunk as he slowly and noiselessly 

advanced. We instantly retreated, 55 

unobserved and unheard. The elephant 

advanced until he reached the identical 

spot where we had a moment before been 

concealed. He paused, and stood 

motionless as a statue for about two 60 

minutes, then wheeled about and quickly 

but noiselessly rejoined the herd. In less 

than half a minute the whole herd was in 

motion, heading directly away from us, 

and moving very rapidly, but without the 65 

slightest noise. The huge animals simply 

vanished like shadows into the leafy 

depths of the forest. Before proceeding a 

quarter of a mile, the entire herd formed 

in single file and continued strictly in that 70 

order for several miles. Like the human 

dwellers in the jungle, the elephants know 

that the easiest and most expeditious way 

for a large body of animals to traverse a 

tangled forest is for the leader to pick the 75 

way, while all the others follow in his 

footsteps. 

On one occasion a herd which I was 

designing to attack, and had approached 

to within forty yards, as its members were 80 

feeding in some thick bushes, discovered 

my presence and retreated so silently that 

they had been gone five minutes before I 

discovered what their sudden quietude 

really meant. In this instance, as in 85 

several others, the still alarm was 

communicated by silent signals, or sign-

language. 
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Passage 2 

 

The favourite habitation of the elephant is 

the forest, or green plain, near which is a 90 

river, or lake: water he must have, for 

both in freedom and captivity, bathing 

seems to be a necessary condition of his 

existence.  

This propensity reminds me of the often-95 

repeated trick of the before-mentioned 

elephant of the Jardin des Plantes. His 

stable opened into a small enclosure, in 

the midst of which was a pond. In this 

pond he constantly laid himself, and was 100 

so hidden by the water, that nothing of 

him appeared, except the end of his 

proboscis, which it required an 

experienced eye to detect. The crowd 

often assembled round the enclosure of 105 

the "elephant's park," as it was called, 

supposing they should see him issue from 

his stable.  

All at once, however, a copious shower 

would assail them, and ladies with their 110 

transparent bonnets, and gentlemen with 

their shining hats, were forced to seek 

shelter under the neighbouring trees, 

where they looked up at the cloudless 

sky, and wondered from whence the 115 

shower could come. When they directed 

their eyes towards the elephant's pond, 

they saw him standing in the midst, 

evincing an awkward joy at the trick he 

had played. In process of time his pastime 120 

became generally known, and the 

moment the water rose from his trunk, his 

beholders ran away, which he also 

seemed to enjoy exceedingly, getting up 

as fast as he could to behold the bustle he 125 

had created.  

21. According to Passage 1, many more 

anecdotes are told of a dog’s mental 

reasoning than an elephant’s because 

A. people are fonder of dogs. 

B. elephants are limited to simple 

means of expression such as 

swaying their body. 

C. elephants do not show a high level 

of reasoning. 

D. dogs have the liberty to roam as 

they please. 

22. Which choice best provides evidence 

for the answer to the previous 

question? 

A. Lines 1-6 (“While … dogs.”) 

B. Lines 6-9 (“But … elephant.”) 

C. Lines 9-18 (“While … drinking.”) 

D. Lines 18-22 (“His … destroy.”) 

23. As used in line 28, “means” most 

nearly means 

A. money. 

B. resources.  

C. method. 

D. substance.  

24. The main idea of Passage 2 is 

A. to illustrate the keenness of an 

elephant. 

B. to establish evidence against an 

elephant’s natural behavior. 

C. to formulate a hypothesis on 

elephant behavior. 

D. to recount an unnecessary event. 

25. In Passage 1, what is the relation of 

the first paragraph to the rest of the 

passage? 

A. The first paragraph focuses on the 

intelligence of dogs before 

shifting to elephants. 

B. The first paragraph builds the 

premise and the rest of the 

passage supports it. 

C. The first paragraph contradicts the 

rest of the passage. 

D. The first paragraph is unrelated to 

the rest of the passage.  
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26. According to Passage 2, what can be 

inferred about the elephant’s 

character? 

A. stoic and indifferent 

B. reserved and observant  

C. mischievous and playful 

D. aggressive and hateful 

 

27. Which choice best provides evidence 

for the answer to the previous 

question? 

A. Lines 95-97 (“This … Plantes.”) 

B. Lines 104-108 (“The … stable.”) 

C. Lines 109-116 (“All … come.”) 

D. Lines 116-120 (“When … 

played.”) 

28. In Passage 1, all the following are 

mentioned EXCEPT:  

A. Elephants held captive cannot 

reach their full potential. 

B. Elephants can communicate 

without a sound. 

C. Elephants need to see the threat to 

locate it. 

D. Elephants are able to move 

silently enough to not be observed 

at all. 

29. What can be said about Passage 1 

and Passage 2? 

A. The passages have a similar 

writing style as they both use the 

first person. 

B. The two passages differ in 

theme. 

C. Both passages contradict one 

another. 

D. The passages have a similar tone 

of indifference. 

30. Which of the following points would 

the authors of both passages most 

likely agree with? 

A. Elephants can be malicious 

towards intruders. 

B. An elephant’s intelligence is 

clearly misunderstood. 

C. Despite the fact that most 

elephants are observed in 

confinement, elephants exhibit 

astounding intelligence in 

behavior. 

D. Elephants enjoy playing tricks on 

humans. 

31. As used in line 105, “assembled” 

most nearly means 

A. collected. 

B. built.  

C. connected. 

D. gathered.  
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The following edited passage is taken 

from Popular Law-Making by Frederic 

Jesup Stimson on early labour legislation 

and laws against trusts. 

Far the most important phrase to us found 

in the Statute of Westminster I, save 

perhaps that common right should be 

done to rich and poor, is to be found in 

this sentence: "Excessive toll, contrary to 5 

the common custom of the realm," is 

forbidden. The statute applies only to 

market towns, but the principle 

established there would naturally go 

elsewhere, and indeed most towns where 10 

there was any trade were, in those days, 

market towns. Every word is noticeable: 

"Excessive toll"—extortion in rates. As 

this statute passed into the common law 

of England and hence our own, it has 15 

probably always been law in America 

except, possibly, in those few States 

which expressly repealed the whole 

common law and those where civil law 

prevailed.  20 

It was therefore equally unnecessary to 

adopt new statutes providing against 

extortion or discrimination, for the last 

part of the phrase "contrary to the 

common custom of the realm" means 25 

discrimination. But this is one of the 

numerous cases where our legislatures, if 

not our bar and bench, erred through 

simple historical ignorance. They had 

forgotten this law, or, more charitably, 30 

they may have thought it necessary to 

remind the people of it. There has been a 

recent agitation in this country with the 

object of compelling great public-service 

companies, such as electric lighting or 35 

gas companies, to make the same rates to 

consumers, large or small. This also was 

very possibly the common law, and 

required no new statutes; there are cases 

reported as far back as the fourteenth and 40 

fifteenth centuries where, for instance, a 

ferryman was punished for charging less 

for the ferriage of a large drove of sheep 

or cattle than for a smaller number, 

"contrary to the common custom of the 45 

realm." Nine years before this statute is 

the Assize of Bread, attempting to fix the 

price of bread according to the cost of 

wheat, but notable to us as containing 

both the first pure-food statute and the 50 

first statute against "forestalling." 

Now forestalling, regrating, and 

engrossing are the early English phrases 

for most of the unlawful or unmoral 

actions which we ascribe to the modern 55 

trust. In fact, there is hardly one legal 

injury which a trust is said to commit in 

these days which cannot be ranked under 

those three heads, or that of monopoly or 

that of restraint of trade. 60 

"Forestalling" is the buying up provisions 

on the way to a market with intent to sell 

at a higher price; and the doctrine applied 

primarily to provisions, that is to say, 

necessaries of life. Precisely the same 65 

thing exists to-day, only we term it the 

buying of futures, or the attempt to create 

a corner. We shall find that the buying of 

futures, that is to say, of crops not yet 

grown or outputs not yet created, is still 70 

obnoxious to many of our legislatures to-

day, and has been forbidden, or made 

criminal, in many States. "Regrating" is 

defined in some of the early dictionaries 

as speculating in provisions; the offence 75 

of buying provisions at a market for the 

purpose of reselling them within four 

miles of the place. The careful regulation 

of markets and market towns that existed 

in early times in England would not 80 

suffer some rich capitalist to go in and 

buy all that was offered for sale with 

intent of selling it to the same 

neighborhood at a higher price. Hatto of 

the Rhine, you may remember, paid with 85 

his life for this offence. The prejudice 

against this sort of thing has by no means 

ended to-day. We have legislation against 

speculation in theatre tickets, as well as in 

cotton or grain. "Engrossing" is really the 90 

result of a successful forestalling, with or 

without regrating; that is to say, it is a 
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complete "corner of the market"; from it 

our word "grocer" is derived. Such 

corners, if completely successful, would 95 

have the public at their mercy; luckily 

they rarely are; the difficulty, in fact, 

begins when you begin to regrate. But in 

artificial commodities it is easier; so in 

the Northern Pacific corner, a nearly 100 

perfect engrossing; the shares of stock 

went to a thousand dollars, and might 

have gone higher but for the voluntary 

interference of great financiers. Leiter's 

Chicago corner in wheat, Sully's corner in 105 

cotton, were almost perfect examples of 

engrossing, but failed when the regrating 

began. All these tend to monopoly, and 

act, of course, in restraint of trade; the 

broader meanings of these two latter 110 

more important principles we leave for 

later discussion. 

32.  The primary purpose of the passage 

is to 

A. explore the history behind 

common law in the market and 

the three unlawful actions. 

B. discuss the history of labor laws 

and laws against trust. 

C. examine the notion of 

“forestalling” and its presence in 

modern law. 

D. provide examples of unlawful 

practices. 

33. In lines 39-46, the author uses an 

example to 

A. solidify his position against new 

statutes. 

B. support the common law against 

discrimination. 

C. contradict claims of 

discrimination in trade. 

D. absolve previous experience of 

thievery and injustice. 

34. The passage is most likely written for 

A. fellow researchers at a university 

research center. 

B. young historians who have a basic 

background on labor laws. 

C. students in high school history 

class. 

D. a light reader with some interest 

in policy. 

35. As used in line 22, “adopt” most 

nearly means 

A. take in. 

B. choose.  

C. assume. 

D. nominate. 

36. The author appeals to the reader by  

A. using inclusive language. 

B. comparing different legislations. 

C. defending their position. 

D. using statistics and quantitative 

analysis. 

37. Which choice best provides evidence 

for the answer to the previous 

question? 

A. Lines 21-26 (“It … 

discrimination.”) 

B. Lines 37-39 (“This … statutes;”) 

C. Lines 39-46 (“there … realm.”) 

D. Lines 84-86 (“Hatto … offense.”) 

38. In the first paragraph, the author uses 

a quote in lines 5-6 to 

A. stress the gravity of the statement 

by presenting a word-for-word 

account instead of paraphrasing. 

B. contradict his claims made in the 

rest of the passage. 

C. bolster the need for new statutes. 

D. exemplify the lack of value given 

to such statute. 

39. “Regrating” can be compared to  

A. buying a chair at a furniture store 

to sell at your own store a few 

streets away. 

B. buying out shampoo products that 

have not yet been produced. 
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C. an on-going debate that has yet to 

be resolved in court. 

D. selling the same apples at a lower 

price than other stores in the same 

city. 

40. Which choice best provides evidence 

for the answer to the previous 

question? 

A. Lines 65-68 (“Precisely … 

corner.”) 

B. Lines 68-73 (“We … States.”) 

C. Lines 78-84 (“The … price.”) 

D. Lines 86-88 (“The … to-day.”) 

41. As used in line 94, “derived” most 

nearly means 

A. gained. 

B. extracted.  

C. acquired. 

D. proceeded from. 

42. The author mentions all the following 

EXCEPT 

A. the statute that forbids unlawful 

market practice is present in 

America except in a few states. 

B. the statute encompasses acts of 

discrimination. 

C. “regrating” is the act of buying 

items only to re-sell them a year 

later at a different price. 

D. when a “forestall” succeeds, it is a 

form of “engrossing”. 
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The following edited passage is taken 

from On Laboratory Arts by Richard 

Threlfall on the choice of sizes of glass 

tube and testing glass. 

 

It will be found that for general 

purposes tubes about one-quarter inch in 

inside diameter, and from one-twentieth 

to one-fortieth of an inch thick, are most 

in demand. Some very thin soda glass of 5 

these dimensions (so-called "cylinder" 

tubes) will be found very handy for 

many purposes. For physico-chemical 

work a good supply of tubing, from one-

half to three-quarters of an inch inside 10 

diameter, and from one-twentieth to 

one-eighth inch thick, is very necessary. 

A few tubes up to three inches diameter, 

and of various thicknesses, will also be 

required for special purposes. 15 

Thermometer and "barometer" tubing is 

occasionally required, the latter, by the 

way, making particularly bad 

barometers. The thermometer tubing 

should be of all sizes of bore, from the 20 

finest obtainable up to that which has a 

bore of about one-sixteenth of an inch. 

Glass rods varying from about one-

twentieth of an inch in diameter up to, 

say, half an inch will be required, also 25 

two or three sticks of white enamel glass 

for making joints. 

To facilitate choice, there is appended a 

diagram of sizes from the catalogue of a 

reliable German firm, Messrs. Desaga of 30 

Heidelberg, and the experimenter will 

be able to see at a glance what sizes of 

glass to order. It is a good plan to stock 

the largest and smallest size of each 

material as well as the most useful 35 

working sizes.  

"Reject glass which has lumps or knots, 

is obviously conical, or has long drawn-

out bubbles running through the 

substance." If a scratch be made on the 40 

surface of a glass tube, and one end of 

the scratch be touched by a very fine 

point of fused glass, say not more than 

one-sixteenth inch in diameter, the tube, 

however large it is (within reason), 45 

ought to crack in the direction of the 

scratch. If a big crack forms and does 

not run straight, but tends to turn 

longitudinally, it is a sign that the glass 

is ill annealed, and nothing can be done 50 

with it. If such glass be hit upon in the 

course of blow-pipe work, it is 

inadvisable to waste time upon it; the 

best plan is to reject it at once, and save 

it for some experiment where it will not 55 

have to be heated. 

The shortest way of selecting glass is to 

go to a good firm, and let it be 

understood that if the glass proves to be 

badly annealed it will be returned. 60 

Though it was stated above that the 

glass should not be distinctly conical, of 

course allowance must be made for the 

length of the pieces, and, on the other 

hand, a few highly conical tubes will be 65 

of immense service in special cases, and 

a small supply of such should be 

included. 

The glass, as it is obtained, should be 

placed in a rack, and covered by a cloth 70 

to reduce the quantity of dust finding its 

way into the tubes. It has been stated by 

Professor Ostwald that tubes when 

reared up on end tend to bend 

permanently. I have not noticed this 75 

with lead glass well supported. Each 

different supply should be kept by itself 

and carefully described on a label pasted 

on to the rack, and tubes from different 

lots should not be used for critical 80 

welds. This remark is more important in 

the case of soda than of lead glass. 

In the case of very fine thermometer 

tubes it will be advisable to cover the 

ends with a little melted shellac, or, in 85 

special cases, to obtain the tubes sealed 

from the works. Soda glass can 

generally be got in rather longer lengths 

than lead glass; the longer the lengths 

are the better, for the waste is less. 90 

It is useful to be able to distinguish the 

different kinds of glass by the colour. 
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This is best observed by looking 

towards a bright surface along the whole 

length of the tube and through the glass. 95 

Lead glass is yellow, soda glass is 

green, and hard glass purple in the 

samples in my laboratory, and I expect 

this is practically true of most samples.  

 

 
Tube Sizes 

Source: Richard Threlfall 

 

43. The main idea of the passage is to 

A. discuss storage of glasses. 

B. recommend thermometer tubing 

of all sizes. 

C. criticize different glass sizes. 

D. inform on different sizes an 

experimenter should obtain. 

44. Which of the following best 

summarizes the relationship of the 

first paragraph to the rest of the 

passage? 

A. prediction followed by analysis 

B. general introduction followed by 

specific examples 

C. specific examples followed by 

generalization 

D. premise followed by hypotheses 

45. The purpose of the graphic is to  

A. support the use of different 

glasses. 

B. discredit the author’s advice for 

different glasses. 

C. inform the reader that different 

glass sizes exist. 

D. exemplify a glass size catalogue 

mentioned in the passage. 

46. The graphic illustrates the main idea 

of which paragraph? 

A. first paragraph 

B. second paragraph 

C. third paragraph 

D. fourth paragraph 

47. As used in line 50, “ill” most nearly 

means 

A. sickly. 

B. harmfully.  

C. scarcely. 

D. poorly.  

48. Which of the following is NOT 

mentioned in the passage? 

A. A catalogue is used to help 

choose glass sizes. 

B. A glass is not annealed correctly 

if glass cracks longitudinally.  

C. Distinguishing different colour 

glasses is essential. 

D. Glasses should be stored and 

covered to avoid dust. 
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49. Which choice best provides 

evidence for the answer to the 

previous question? 

A. Lines 28-33 (“To … order.”) 

B. Lines 47-51 (“If … it.”) 

C. Lines 69-72 (“The … tubes.”) 

D. Lines 91-92 (“It … colour.”) 

50. As used in line 74, “reared” most 

nearly means 

A. nurtured. 

B. raised. 

C. grown. 

D. bred.  

51. It can most reasonably be inferred 

from the passage that the author 

A. uses objective language to 

convince the reader of his 

premise. 

B. mentions a reputable source for 

credibility. 

C. exhibits egotistical behavior with 

his excessive knowledge.  

D. seeks to lead the reader astray 

with false information. 

52. Which choice best provides 

evidence for the answer to the 

previous question? 

A. Lines 16-19 (“Thermometer … 

barometers.”) 

B. Lines 72-75 (“It … 

permanently.”) 

C. Lines 83-87 (“In … works.”) 

D. Lines 96-99 (“Lead … 

samples.”) 
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EST I – Literacy Test I 

Answer Key  

(Writing Section) 

 

Passage 1 

1. C 

2. B 

3. A 

4. D 

5. C 

6. D 

7. A 

8. C 

9. A 

10. B 

11. B 

Passage 2 

12. A 

13. A 

14. D 

15. B 

16. C 

17. D 

18. A 

19. B 

20. C 

21. D 

22. A 

Passage 3 

23. B 

24. D 

25. B 

26. D 

27. A 

28. B 

29. D 

30. C 

31. B 

32. C 

33. D 

Passage 4 

34. D 

35. B 

36. A 

37. C 

38. D 

39. B 

40. C 

41. B 

42. B 

43. D 

44. C 

  



 

EST I – Literacy Test II 

Answer Key  

(Reading Section) 

Passage 1 

1. C 

2. D 

3. C 

4. A 

5. A 

6. B 

7. A 

8. C 

9. B 

10. D 

 

Passage 2 

11. C 

12. A 

13. C 

14. C 

15. C 

16. B 

17. A 

18. D 

19. A 

20. A 

 

Passage 3 

21. D 

22. C 

23. C 

24. A 

25. B 

26. C 

27. D 

28. C 

29. A 

30. C 

31. D 

 

Passage 4 

32. A 

33. B 

34. B 

35. C 

36. A 

37. D 

38. A 

39. A 

40. C 

41. B 

42. C 

 

Passage 5 

43. D 

44. B 

45. D 

46. C 

47. D 

48. C 

49. D 

50. B 

51. B 

52. B 

 

 

  


